
The cloud migration obstacle course

Listen to the marketing and you might think moving to the cloud is as easy as putting your credit card number in a website and uploading 
a dataset but when you’re in the planning stages, due diligence is the order of the day.

Executive summary

The marketing around cloud services will make you think it’s as easy as 
clicking a button. But your business is complicated and has unique needs, 
and clouds services are multi-faceted, with different products offering very 
different advantages and challenges. Homework and planning is the key.

250 senior IT decision makers in the UK were asked in a recent survey whether their 

transition to cloud services could have been better, and only 10 percent said they’d seen 

no room for improvement. Migrating to the cloud is far from easy.

Before you start

 When you’re in the planning stages, due diligence is the order of the day. Take price, for 

example. A lot of cloud services make pricing sound quite straightforward, but there are 

traps for the unwary – just like in mobile data plans a provider might offer cheap-sounding 

storage, processing or bandwidth caps and then slug you mercilessly if you go over.

 There are also in-house costs to consider that your cloud provider will have nothing to 

do with. If you want to spin up 100 virtual machines for staff, are you sure you have the 

software licenses for it? A hundred copies of Windows isn’t cheap...

 Regulatory and compliance standards for your industry can also be a deal breaker. If you 

hold sensitive customer data like health records or credit card numbers there may be regions 

of the world you’re not allowed to store it in, and without being 100 percent sure your 

provider complies, you’ll be liable if it goes wrong.

 Cloud services are also notorious for front-loading their advertising with all kinds of 

promises about how secure they are, but the fine print is often liberally sprinkled with 

non-liability clauses. Ensure that encryption, locking data down and backing it up remain 

your business.

 You also might be feeling like you’re being left behind if you’re not quite the cloud zealot 

everyone else seems to be. Let data rather than trends dictate your needs – do your 

homework about what areas of the business will perform better in the cloud – it might 

well only be a couple of them.

 Lastly, you don’t want to tick every other box and then discover your favoured vendor only 

runs Linux when your applications run on Windows XP. Most cloud providers only use fairly 

recent systems, and they update them for patches and new versions fairly religiously, so your 

software will have to keep up.

 And even if the system you need is available, will the applications that ran great in house 

do as well if they’re outsourced? The cloud often means far less bandwidth because you 

connect via the internet and lower performance because you share servers with other users. 

Don’t be afraid to ask for a test run.
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The execution

 When you move, it’s a change in mindset as well as technology. The cloud allows 

disparate systems and data to give you far deeper BI than you’ve ever had, so be sure you 

don’t simply buy a server here, an environment there and end up with the same siloed IT you 

had in house. Interoperability should be as much a priority as speed and cost.

 Garbage in, garbage out is one of the truest axioms in computing, so put your house 

in order before you migrate. There might be a lot of old stuff that could be archived, 

streamlining your needs. Resaving data into another format and truncating extraneous code 

might reduce the transport and processing load, which will ultimately save money and 

improve performance.

 And while you’re considering whether you even need cloud computing for some tasks (as 

above), keep in mind that all clouds offer different advantages, and there’s nothing stopping 

you from having cloud services all over town for data that doesn’t need to cross-pollinate 

(your payment gateway and your marketing assets, for example).

 A potential pitfall that’s more common than you think is your internet connection. You’ll 

be accessing and actioning your most valuable data and business processes at the mercy 

of your ISP, so if you find it’s restrictive then chaos, downtime and panicky (and expensive) 

upscaling can ensue.

 But here’s what might be the biggest trap of all if you take too much notice of the ‘ease of 

use’ narrative. Using cloud computing services doesn’t mean you don’t need IT staff anymore 

– it means you need IT staff who have a new skill.

 If you do cloud properly it will free your IT people and budget up for more projects – that’s 

one of the reasons to adopt it in the first place. But you need someone in-house who’s expert 

enough to know their way around the possibilities, promises and pitfalls. n 
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